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ABSTRACT
The dynamics of black hole seeds in high redshift galaxies is key to understand their
ability to grow via accretion and to pair in close binaries during galactic mergers.
To properly follow the dynamics of black holes we develop a physically motivated
model to capture unresolved dynamical friction from stars, dark matter and gas. We
first validate the model and then we use it to investigate the dynamics of seed black
holes born at z ∼ 9 in dwarf proto-galaxies. We perform a suite of zoom cosmological
simulations with spatial resolution as high as 10 pc and with a stellar and dark matter
mass resolution of 2×103 M and 2×105 M respectively. We first explore the dynamics
of a seed black hole in the galaxy where it is born and show that it is highly erratic if the
seed mass is less than 105 M. The dynamics is dominated by the stellar component,
whose distribution is irregular and patchy, thus inducing stochasticity in the orbits:
the black hole may be anywhere in the proto-galaxy. When this dwarf merges into a
larger galaxy, it is paramount to simulate the process with very high spatial and mass
resolution in order to correctly account for the stripping of the stellar envelope of the
satellite black hole. The outcome of the encounter could be either a tight binary or, at
least temporary, a wandering black hole, leading to multiple black holes in a galaxy,
each inherited from a different merger.
Key words: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – galaxies: evolution
1 INTRODUCTION
The high redshift Universe is the birthplace of the seeds
of the supermassive black holes (BHs) observed in today’s
galaxy center (Kormendy & Ho 2013a). A variety of dif-
ferent physical mechanisms for seed formation have been
proposed (Woods et al. 2018, and references therein), but
observational constraints are hampered, since the seeds are
predicted to have relatively low masses (102 − 105 M) and
form at high redshift (z > 6), making their electromagnetic
emission faint (Reines & Comastri 2016).
The seeds build up their mass via accretion of gas and
stars, or via mergers with other BHs (e.g. Volonteri et al.
2003). When BHs merge, they emit gravitational waves, and
detection of such waves provides a complementary way of
probing BH seeds (Sesana et al. 2007a; Barausse 2012; Ri-
carte & Natarajan 2018; Hartwig et al. 2018; Dayal et al.
2018). For BHs with masses in the range 104 − 107 M the
gravitational waves have frequency around mHz, and they
? E-mail: pfister@iap.fr
are therefore primary targets for LISA, which can detect
BHs with such masses out to z > 20 (Amaro-Seoane et al.
2017).
However, before coalescing by emission of gravitational
waves, which can merge BHs of 104 − 107 M in less than a
Hubble time once their separation is ∼ 10−4 − 10−2 pc, BHs
have a long journey (Begelman et al. 1980). They are initially
separated by tens of kpc and sit in the center of separate
galaxies, which eventually merge. Then, the long process
of dynamical friction (Chandrasekhar 1943) begins, driving
BHs toward the center of the galaxy remnant, until they
form a binary when their separation is pc-scale (e.g. Mayer
et al. 2007; Pfister et al. 2017, and references therein). Once
the binary has formed, scattering with stars (e.g. Quinlan
1996; Sesana et al. 2007b; Khan et al. 2012; Vasiliev et al.
2015) , interactions with massive or circumbinary discs (e.g.
Dotti et al. 2007; Haiman et al. 2009; Goicovic et al. 2016) or
even three-body scattering with another incoming BH (see
Bonetti et al. 2018, and references therein) are invoked to
bridge the final gap to where emission of gravitational waves
becomes efficient.
© 2017 The Authors
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Cosmological simulations are excellent tools to study
the properties of BH evolution over cosmic time, since they
can track the joint evolution of BHs and of the galaxies
they are embedded in (Tremmel et al. 2018a). Large-volume
simulations provide good statistics, having a large number
of galaxies and BHs in their boxes, but lack of mass and
spatial resolution means that not even the formation of BH
binaries can be resolved. Zoom simulations can have much
higher resolution, but they allow for the study of a lim-
ited number of galaxies and BHs. In this paper, we present
a model to better track the dynamics of BHs, validate it
and show its limitations. We then use our model in high-
resolution zoomed cosmological simulations to study the yet
unexplored dynamics of BHs of mass 104 M − 105 M, in a
cosmological context, primary targets for the LISA observa-
tory (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017) .
2 DYNAMICAL FRICTION IN NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS
Due to their high mass, BHs attract surrounding material,
gas, stars and dark matter, which create an overdensity lag-
ging their passage. This overdensity drags and decelerates
the moving BH: this phenomenon is referred to as dynam-
ical friction (Chandrasekhar 1943; Chapon et al. 2013). To
resolve the resulting force in a numerical simulation, Pfister
et al. (2017) have shown that the spatial resolution, or the
softening, should be smaller than the influence radius
rinf =
GM•
σ2
= 1 pc
(
M•
107 M
) (
σ
200 km s−1
)−2
, (1)
where M• is the mass of the BH and σ is the velocity disper-
sion of material (gas, stars or dark matter) around the BH.
This is because the typical size of the drag, partly causing
dynamical friction, has a typical size of the same order as rinf
(Colpi et al. 1999). In cosmological simulations, the typical
resolution is ∼ 100 pc − 1 kpc, much larger than the pc-scale
needed to resolve rinf for a 107 M BH in a Milky-Way like
galaxy. Therefore, we must remove by hand the momentum
that a BH would lose through dynamical friction if we were
able to resolve the phenomenon. In this section we first de-
scribe how we implement unresolved dynamical friction in
the adaptive mesh refinement code Ramses (Teyssier 2002)
for collisionless particles (stars and dark matter); the code
already includes a correction for dynamical friction from gas
(Dubois et al. 2012).
We follow an approach similar to Tremmel et al. (2015),
although we include not only the contribution to dynamical
friction from slow moving particles but also from fast mov-
ing particles, which can play an important role when the
density profile becomes shallow (Antonini & Merritt 2012;
Dosopoulou & Antonini 2017).
We measure all the quantities needed to estimate dy-
namical friction in a sphere S centered on the BH with a
radius 4∆x, where ∆x is corresponds to the minimum grid
size. We chose S to be consistent with the already existing
implementation for gas accretion, feedback and dynamical
friction (Dubois et al. 2012).
We report here Eq. (30) from Chandrasekhar (1943).
This gives an analytical estimate of the amount of momen-
tum that must be removed to BHs due to dynamical friction:
®aDF = −4piG2M• ®v•
v3•
(lnΛ
∫ v•
0
4piv2 f (v)dv + ...
...
∫ ∞
v•
4piv2 f (v)
[
ln
(
v + v•
v − v•
)
− 2 v•
v
]
dv), (2)
where we denote as M• the mass of the BH, as ®v• (with mag-
nitude v•) the relative velocity of the BH with respect to the
velocity of the background, and ®˜v defined below in Eq. (4);
lnΛ = ln(4∆x/rdef) is the Coulomb logarithm (this expression
is justified below); and f is the distribution function:
4piv2 f (v) = 3
256pi∆x3
∑
i∈S
miδ(vi − v). (3)
Here ®vi (with magnitude vi) is the relative velocity of particle
i with respect to the velocity of the background, mi is the
mass of particle i and δ is the Dirac function.
The velocity of the background, ®˜v, is simply the mass-
weighted velocity of all particles (except the BH particle)
enclosed in S:
®˜v = 1
M
∑
i∈S
®vimi , (4)
where M is the total mass enclosed in S. We stress here
that the background velocity is computed for stars and dark
matter separately, the reason is that dynamical friction as-
sumes particles with similar masses, which is a reasonable
assumptions if we consider an assembly of stars, and an as-
sembly of dark matter particles, but not if we consider stars
and dark matter particles together. Therefore we compute
the contribution from dark matter, ®aDF,DM, and stars, ®aDF,?
separately.
We justify here the expression above for the Coulomb
logarithm lnΛ = ln(4∆x/rdef). In the classical derivation of
dynamical friction (Chandrasekhar 1943) the Coulomb log-
arithm represents the ratio between the “minimum” and
“maximum” impact parameters that affect the velocity
change. The minimum impact parameter represents that re-
quired to have a deflection of 90◦, which in the Keplerian
case is the deflection radius:
rdef = GM•/v2• (5)
' rinf (6)
while the maximum impact parameter is the distance at
which the stellar density becomes sufficiently “smaller” than
around the BH to become insignificant in modifying its
velocity. In our case, gravity is computed self-consistently
by the code outside S; therefore, the integration must be
stopped at 4∆x if we do not want to double count dynamical
friction. This naturally leads to lnΛ = ln(4∆x/rdef). Further-
more, as explained in Beckmann et al. (2017), using subgrid
models when resolution is sufficient to account for dynamical
friction can lead to incorrect results. For this reason, when
4∆x ≤ rdef, we set ®aDF to 0.
3 ADDITIONAL PHYSICS: GALAXIES AND
BLACK HOLES
Ramses follows the evolution of the gas using the second-
order MUSCL-Hancock scheme for the Euler equations. The
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approximate Harten-Lax-Van Leer Contact (Toro 1997) Rie-
mann solver with a MinMod total variation diminishing
scheme to reconstruct the interpolated variables from their
cell-centered values is used to compute the unsplit Godunov
fluxes at cell interfaces. An equation of state of perfect
gas composed of monoatomic particles with adiabatic index
γ = 5/3 is assumed to close the full set of fluid equations.
Collisionless particles (dark matter, stellar and BH particles)
are evolved using a particle-mesh solver with a cloud-in-cell
interpolation. The size of the cloud-in-cell interpolation is
that of the local cell for BHs and stars, however, dark mat-
ter particles can only project their mass on the grid down
to a minimum cell size of ∆xDM > ∆x (as these particles
are usually larger in mass than stars or gas, we smooth their
mass distribution to reduce their contribution to shot noise).
When cloud-in-cell interpolation is used, therefore, even if
the mass of the dark matter particle is larger than the BH
mass, since the dark matter distribution is smoothed, scat-
tering off dark matter particles becomes unimportant.
Gas is allowed to cool by hydrogen and helium with a
contribution from metals using cooling curves from Suther-
land & Dopita (1993) for temperatures above 104 K. For gas
below 104 K and down to our minimum temperature of 10 K,
we use the fitting functions of Rosen & Bregman (1995).
Star formation is stochastically sampled from a ran-
dom Poisson distribution (Rasera & Teyssier 2006): at each
timestep ∆t, in each cell of size ∆x containing a gas mass
Mgas, the mass of newly formed stars, M?,new, follows a
Schmidt law:
M?,new = 
Mgas
tff
∆t , (7)
where tff =
√
3pi/32Gρgas is the free-fall time,
ρgas = Mgas/∆x3 is the gas density in the cell, and 
depends on the local turbulence of the gas, as detailed in
Trebitsch et al. (2018).
For the feedback of supernovae, we use the mechani-
cal feedback described in Kimm & Cen (2014), in which
star particles older than 5 Myr release ηSN × 1050 erg/M,
where ηSN = 0.2. The amount of energy and momentum
deposited depends on local properties of the gas (density
and metallicity) so that it captures either the Sedov or the
supernovaeow-plough expansion phase of the explosion.
We use the model of BHs described in Dubois et al.
(2012), where accretion is computed using the Bondi-Hoyle-
Littleton formalism capped at the Eddington luminosity.
AGN feedback consists of a dual-mode approach, where ther-
mal energy, corresponding to 15% of the bolometric lumi-
nosity (with radiative efficiency of r = 0.1), is injected at
high accretion rates (luminosity above 0.01 the Eddington
luminosity); otherwise feedback is modeled with a bipolar
jet with a velocity of 104 km s−1 and an efficiency of 100%.
We slightly modify the implementation of BH dynamics: in
the original Ramses version, the mass of the BH is deposited
onto the so-called “cloud” particles, which uniformly pave a
sphere of 4∆x radius on a grid of ∆x/2 inter-cloud distance.
This has the effect of smoothing the density, and therefore,
when two BHs pass close by, their potential is shallower than
it should be, and this delays the formation of the binary. We
simply deposit all the mass of BHs onto their central cloud
particle and then perform the cloud-in-cell to obtain more
accurate dynamics, while using the rest of cloud particles to
compute the Bondi-Hoyle-Littleton accretion rate onto the
BH.
We include the dynamical friction implementation as
described in Section 2 when necessary, and dynamical fric-
tion from gas was already included (Dubois et al. 2014a)
using Eq. (12) from Ostriker (1999). Two BHs are allowed
to merge when they are separated by less than 4∆x and the
kinetic energy of the binary is lower than the gravitational
energy.
Due to our inability to resolve the cold and dense regions
of the interstellar medium, gas dynamical friction and gas ac-
cretion, which depend linearly on the gas density, ρgas can be
underestimated in simulations. To correct for this lack of res-
olution, Booth & Schaye (2009); Dubois et al. (2014a) com-
pute the expressions obtained analytically (Chandrasekhar
gas dynamical friction and Bondi accretion) and boost them
by:
boost =
(
ρgas
ρth
)ξ
, (8)
where ρth is a free parameter, similar to that used for star
formation, which is linked to the Jeans length and depends
on resolution. This parameter is typically calibrated via the
phase diagram of gas, and it is ∼ 1 amu cm−3 for ∆x = 100 pc
and ∼ 50 amu cm−3 for ∆x = 10 pc. ξ can differ for accretion
and dynamical friction, for the rest of the paper, we will
use ξ = α when we relate to boosting accretion, and ξ = β
when we refer to gas dynamical friction. Booth & Schaye
(2009) performed a parameter study and found that α = 2
is the optimal value to recover the BH mass - galaxy mass
relation (Kormendy & Ho 2013b). Although the expression
of these boosts is not physically motivated, they have been
proven to give excellent match with observations, as shown
by large cosmological simulations (Dubois et al. 2014b). For
this work we will either use ξ = 2 either ξ = 0 (no boost), and
in Section 4.2 we also vary ρth within an order of magnitude
of the typical value expected for the chosen resolution. We
briefly explore the effects of the boost in §4.2.
4 VALIDATION OF THE DYNAMICAL
FRICTION IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Isolated dark matter halo
In order to compare the dynamical friction timescale with
analytical estimates (Lacey & Cole 1993; Colpi et al. 1999;
Taffoni et al. 2003), we test our implementation following
the dynamics of a BH moving in a dark matter halo.
The dark matter halo, initialized with DICE (Perret
2016), follows a Navarro, Frank and White (NFW, Navarro
et al. 1997) profile with a total virial mass Mvir = 2×1011 M,
a concentration parameter of 4 and a virial radius Rvir =
45 kpc, typical of redshift 3. We set the total spin parameter
to 0.04 consistent with the average spin parameter of cosmo-
logical dark matter halos (Bullock et al. 2001), which only
mildly evolves between z = 3 and today (Mun˜oz-Cuartas
et al. 2011; Ahn et al. 2014). The BH mass is set to 108 M,
it is initially 5 kpc away from the center with a tangential
velocity of 57 km s−1, corresponding to to 50% of the circu-
lar velocity. In the simulation, the influence radius varies
between 10 and 100 pc: it is at best resolved by 2 cell ele-
ments, therefore dynamics is generally not treated properly
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2017)
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and dynamical friction must be added ad hoc with our sub-
grid model when necessary.
As done in Tremmel et al. (2015), we can estimate the
goodness of the method by comparing it to the analytical
estimate of the “sinking time”, τDF, defined as the time it
will take for a satellite to sink to a target, using Eq. (12)
from Taffoni et al. (2003):
τDF = 0.6
r2cvc
GMs
log−1
(
1 +
Mvir
Ms
) (
J
Jc
)α
(9)
' 1.4 Gyr
(
rc
100 pc
)2 (
vc
10 km s−1
) (
104 M
Ms
)
log−1
(
1 +
Mvir
Ms
) (
J
Jc
)α
, (10)
where Mvir is the virial mass of the target, vc is the circular
velocity at the virial radius, G the gravitational constant, rc
is the radius at which a test particle moving in the potential
of the target has the same energy as the satellite, Ms is the
mass of the satellite, J is the specific angular momentum
of the satellite in the frame of the target, Jc is the specific
angular momentum of circular orbit at rc and α depends on
Ms, Mvir, Rvir and rc and is given by Eq. (15) from Taffoni
et al. (2003). In this case, the target is the halo and the
satellite is the BH. Using this approach, we find that the
BH should sink in the potential well of the halo in 600 Myr.
We perform two simulations which only differ by the
presence (PD), or not (NoDrag), of dynamical friction onto
the BH using our subgrid model. In both cases, the size of
the box is 100 kpc, slightly larger than 2Rvir and we allow re-
finement from levels 7 to 11, leading to a maximum physical
resolution of ∆x = ∆xDM = 50 pc, similar to what simulations
reach in cosmological zooms (Dubois et al. 2014a). The re-
finement is done using a quasi-Lagrangian criterion: a cell is
refined if its mass exceeds 8×mDM, where mDM is the mass
of dark matter particles, and we refine at maximum level up
to 4∆x around the BH. We set the mass of dark matter par-
ticles to 105 M, in good agreement with the value suggested
by Power et al. (2003): mDM = Mvir (Rvir/∆x)−2 ∼ 2×105 M.
We show in Fig. 1, for both simulations, the distance be-
tween the BH and the center of the halo; we also include for
comparison the analytical estimate given by Eq. (10). The
result is quite clear and in agreement with Tremmel et al.
(2015): adding unresolved dynamical friction contributes to
recover sinking times estimated analytically. In the follow-
ing section, we set in a more realistic problem where a BH
sinks in a galaxy including not only dark matter but also
gas, stars and many associated processes (cooling, star for-
mation, supernovae feedback).
4.2 Isolated galaxy
We run a suite of simulations (see Table 1) of a BH sink-
ing in the potential well of an idealized isolated galaxy. Our
suite contains low-resolution (∆x = ∆xDM = 50 pc) simula-
tions, similar to what high-resolution zoomed cosmological
simulations can reach today. Thus it is a good test to see
how our implementation will act in this context. Contrary
to the dark matter halo case, we do not have analytical es-
timates to provide a benchmark. To overcome this issue,
we run a high resolution test (∆x = ∆xDM = 1 pc) to per-
form the comparison. The setup is chosen such that, with
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
t (Gyr)
1
2
3
4
5
Di
st
an
ce
 (k
pc
)
M /mDM = 1000
NoDrag
PD
Taffoni et al. (2003)
Figure 1. Distance of the BH to the center of the halo as a func-
tion of time. The vertical dashed line is the analytical estimate of
the total sinking time from Taffoni et al. (2003). With our pre-
scription, the sinking time is much shorter than without and in
very good agreement with the analytical estimate. The resolution
in these simulations is 50 pc and the BH to dark matter mass
particle ratio set equal to 1000. See section 4.1 for details.
Name Dynamical friction ρ
[1]
th
β[2] ∆x[3]
amu cc−1 pc
NoDrag none X X 50
GnB_nPD gas (no boost) X 0 50
GB0.1_nPD gas (boost) 0.1 2 50
GB1_nPD gas (boost) 1 2 50
GB15_nPD gas (boost) 15 2 50
GnB_PD gas (no boost)+stars+dark matter X 0 50
HR none X X 0.76
Table 1. Different simulations performed for the isolated galaxy
test, with their name and the use, or not, of our new model. [1-2]
Typical density and exponent that we used to boost gas friction,
following eq. (8). [3] Resolution of the simulation.
50 pc resolution, during the sinking, the deflection radius,
as defined in Eq. (5), is not always resolved (see Fig. 2). In
this case, dynamics is not properly treated and dynamical
friction must be added ad hoc with our subgrid model. Con-
versely, with 1 pc resolution the deflection radius is always
resolved during the sinking and dynamical friction is well
captured by the gravity solver of Ramses, thus providing the
correct dynamics.
We initialize with DICE an ideal galaxy at redshift 3
with a total virial mass of 2× 1011 M and a spin parameter
of 0.04. The galaxy is composed of four components.
• A dark matter halo with a mass of 1.95 × 1011 M,
slightly lighter than in §4.1. It has a virial radius of 45 kpc
and the density follows a NFW profile with a concentration
parameter of 4.
• A gas disk with a total mass of 2.4 × 109 M. The den-
sity follows an exponential disk + sech-z profile with a scale
radius of 1.28 kpc and an aspect ratio of 1:10. We impose
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2017)
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an initial constant absolute metallicity and temperature of
10−3 and 105 K, respectively.
• A stellar disk with a total mass of 1.6×109 M. The den-
sity follows an exponential disk + sech-z profile with a scale
radius of 1.28 kpc and an aspect ratio of 1:10. We impose an
initial constant absolute metallicity of 10−3. Additionally, to
avoid unphysical initial starbursts regularly found in ideal
simulations (Capelo et al. 2015), we give an age distribution
to stellar particles to mimic a 5 M yr−1 star formation rate.
• A stellar bulge with a total mass of 8 × 108 M. The
density follows a Hernquist profile (Hernquist 1990) with
a scale radius of 0.128 kpc. We impose a constant absolute
metallicity of 2 × 10−4 (5 times smaller than in the disk to
mimic the older age of stars in the bulge). Similarly, we
give an age to stellar particles to mimic a 0.5 M yr−1 star
formation rate.
In the low-resolution simulations (50 pc), the mass of
dark matter particles is set to 106 M and that of star par-
ticles to 2 × 104 M. In the high resolution simulations (1
pc) the mass of dark matter particles is set to 5 × 104 M
and that of star particles to 2 × 103 M. In both cases the
size of the box is 100 kpc and we allow for refinement from
levels 7 to 11 in the low resolution simulations and from
7 to 17 in the high resolution one, refining the mesh when
McellDM + 10M
cell
b
≥ 8mDM, where McellDM and Mcellb are, respec-
tively, the mass of dark matter and baryons in the cell. Max-
imum refinement is enforced within 4∆x around the BH.
After initializing this galaxy, we switch on cooling, star
formation, supernovae feedback (see §3) and let the galaxy
relax for 100 Myr. At that point, a BH with mass 107 M
is placed in the z = 0 plane, 1 kpc from the center and with
a tangential velocity of 21 km/s, corresponding to 30% of
the circular velocity. Accretion and feedback from the BH
are not included in order to keep the BH mass constant and
isolate the effects of dynamical friction. We include dynami-
cal friction with different implementations: from collisionless
particles and gas without boost (i.e. no free parameters), or
only from gas, with or without a boost factor. The simula-
tion properties and set-up are summarized in Table 1.
We show in Fig. 3, for all our simulations, the distance
between the BH and the center of the galaxy as a function
of time. We first stress the difference between low resolu-
tion simulations with gravity only, i.e. without including
the dynamical friction model (NoDrag, blue line), and the
simulations at high resolution where the deflection radius is
resolved (HR, black line). In agreement with the results of
Pfister et al. (2017), resolving at least the deflection radius
is mandatory to properly capture the dynamics of the BH
in the dynamical friction phase.
We now compare simulations where we vary ρth
(GB0.1_nPD, GB1_nPD, GB15_nPD) but we do not include dy-
namical friction from stars and dark matter. As expected,
the lower ρth, the larger the boost, the faster the BH sinks.
The choice of ρth must be performed accurately: if ρth is too
low, BHs can get caught in a passing clump and either follow
the clump outside the galaxy center, or remain artificially in
a dense environment where accretion is triggered, resulting
in an overestimate of the mass of BHs. If ρth is too high,
instead, the correction to dynamical friction is insufficient
and the orbital decay is delayed. In this particular case, ρth
between 0.1 and 1 amu cm−3 is the best value to recover the
0.100 0.125 0.150 0.175 0.200 0.225 0.250 0.275 0.300
Time (Gyr)
100
101
102
103
104
r d
ef
 (p
c)
NoDrag
GnB_PD
HR
Figure 2. Deflection radius (solid line) and resolution of the dif-
ferent simulations (dashed lines) of idealized isolated galaxies.
In the low-resolution case the deflection radius is not always re-
solved, leading to incorrect dynamics of the BH and the need to
add unresolved dynamical friction. In the high resolution run the
deflection radius is always resolved and dynamical friction is self-
consistently captured by the gravity solver. All quantities shown
as a function of time.
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50
Time (Gyr)
0.0
0.2
0.4
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0.8
1.0
1.2
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HR
NoDrag
GnB_nPD
GB0.1_nPD
GB1_nPD
GB15_nPD
GnB_PD
Figure 3. Distance of the BH to the center of the galaxy as
a function of time and resolutions of the different simulations
(dashed lines). The good behavior of our model is confirmed by
the agreement between the solid orange curve (low resolution,
use of our model) and the solid black one (high resolution). See
section 4.2 for details.
high resolution results, but the exact value may depend on
additional factors such as the gas fraction (50% in our case).
We finish with the simulation where the influence radius
is not always resolved, but in which we include sub-grid dy-
namical friction from stars, dark matter and gas (without
any boost) following our implementation (GnB_PD, orange
line). This implementation does not contain any free param-
eters and avoids the arbitrary choice of ρth. This simulation
is in excellent agreement with the high resolution simula-
tion (HR, thin black line), confirming the good behavior of
our model in a realistic, although idealized, galaxy.
MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2017)
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M•/mDM d0 v0 τDF
kpc km s−1 Gyr
10 2 8.2 2.38
1 1 6 5.26
Table 2. Different simulations we perform to test the limits of our
model in terms of particle mass ratio. We indicate the different
mass ratio between the BH and dark matter particles, the initial
distance of the BH from the center of the halo, the initial velocity
of the BH and the analytical estimate for the time the BH should
take to reach the center of the halo from Taffoni et al. (2003). In
all cases, we run a simulation with (PD) and without (NoDrag) our
model.
4.3 Limits of the model: low mass black holes
In this section we explore the limits of our implementation
when a BH has a mass so low that 2-body interactions with
star and dark matter particles significantly perturb its dy-
namics.
We run simulations similar to those described in §4.1
but decreasing the mass of the BH down to the mass of dark
matter particles (mDM = 105 M). To contain computational
costs, we also change the orbital parameters of the BH such
as the analytical estimates from Taffoni et al. (2003), τDF, re-
mains a few Gyrs. We list the parameters of the simulations
in Table 2.
We show in Fig. 4 the distance of the BH to the center
of the halo as a function of time. It is clear that our model
works very well when BHs have a mass larger than 10 times
the mass of particles causing dynamical friction. If the mass
of the BH is similar to that of particles causing dynamical
friction, however, it is scattered through 2-body interactions
and the model becomes less reliable, as also noted by Trem-
mel et al. (2015).
In §4.2 and §5.1, the mass of dark matter particles is
larger than that of BHs. However, we use cloud-in-cell in-
terpolation to smooth the dark matter distribution, and we
ensure that the mass of star particles, which are the main
source of dynamical friction, is lower than the mass of BHs.
5 COSMOLOGICAL SIMULATIONS
5.1 Set-up
We now move to the full cosmological context, endeavoring
to study the dynamical behavior of seed BHs in high-redshift
galaxies. We run a suite of cosmological simulations, with
the code Ramses. We zoom-in on one halo using different
prescriptions for the dynamics of BHs. As we are interested
in understanding the evolution of BHs in typical galaxies, we
chose a halo with a minor/major merger rate comparable to
the mean evolution obtained by Fakhouri et al. (2010) in this
mass range. The physics is similar to that of the simulations
described in §3 but for the refinement strategy: we refine
if McellDM + (Ωm/Ωb − 1)Mcellb ≥ 8mDM, where MDM and Mcellb
are, respectively, the mass of dark matter and baryons in the
cell, and Ωm and Ωb are the total matter and baryon density.
The minimum cell size, ∆x is kept roughly constant in proper
physical size with redshift: an additional level of refinement
is added every time the expansion factor, aexp, decreases
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Figure 4. Different simulations performed to test the effect of
reducing the mass ratio between the BH and dark matter parti-
cles. We indicate the use (PD) or not (NoDrag) of our prescription
for dynamical friction. If the BH mass is similar to the dark mat-
ter particle mass, the efficacy of the model becomes limited. See
section 4.3 for details.
by a factor of two, such that the maximum level, lmax, is
reached at aexp = 0.8. For simplicity, we further assume
that ∆x = Lbox/2lmax , where Lbox is the size of the box at
redshift 0. Concerning the subgrid physics of BHs (see §3)
we use β = 2 to boost accretion, gas friction is not boosted
(α = 0) and the value of ρth depends on resolution. The
specifications of each simulations are described in Table 3.
5.1.1 Initial conditions
We assume a ΛCDM cosmology with total matter density
Ωm = 0.3089, baryon density Ωb = 0.0486, dark energy den-
sity ΩΛ = 0.6911, amplitude of the matter power spectrum
σ8 = 0.8159, ns = 0.9667 spectral index and Hubble con-
stant H0 = 67.74 km s−1 Mpc−1 consistent with the Planck
data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). The initial condi-
tions are produced with MUSIC (Hahn & Abel 2013). The box
size of the simulations is Lbox = 73.8 Mpc, with a coarse grid
of 2563 dark matter particles corresponding to a dark matter
mass resolution of mDM,coarse = 3×109 M. A high-resolution
region is defined around a halo of Mvir = 1012 M at z = 2
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Name Particle ρ
[1]
th
∆x[2] ∆x[3]DM m
[4]
? m
[5]
DM
M
[6]
•
dynamical friction amu cc−1 pc pc M M M
LR_PD_BH1e4 3 5 72 2300 2 × 104 2 × 106 104
MR_PD_BH1e4 3 10 36 2300 2 × 104 2 × 106 104
HR_PD_BH1e4 3 50 9 572 2 × 103 2 × 105 104
HR_nPD_BH1e4 7 50 9 572 2 × 103 2 × 105 104
HR_PD_BH1e5 3 50 9 572 2 × 103 2 × 105 105
HR_nPD_BH1e5 7 50 9 572 2 × 103 2 × 105 105
Table 3. Properties of the suite of cosmological simulations performed. [1] Typical density and exponent that we used to boost accretion,
following Eq. (8). [2-5] Spatial/mass resolution of the simulation. [6] Seed mass of BHs.
that contains only high-resolution dark matter particles (see
Table 2 for the mass of high-resolution dark matter parti-
cles in each simulation) within 2 rvir (rvir = 100 kpc). The
halo is a progenitor of a group of galaxies whose mass is
Mvir = 7 × 1012 M at z = 0.
5.1.2 Finding halos and galaxies
We construct catalogues of haloes and galaxies using the
AdaptaHOP halo finder (Aubert et al. 2004), which uses an
SPH-like kernel to compute densities at the location of each
particle and partitions the ensemble of particles into sub-
haloes based on saddle points in the density field. Haloes
contain at least 200 dark matter particles. Galaxies are iden-
tified in the same way, and contain at least 200 stellar parti-
cles. We then construct a merger tree for halos and galaxies
with TreeMaker (Tweed et al. 2009).
5.1.3 Estimate of the sinking time
We consider once again the “sinking time”, τDF, defined as
the time it takes for a satellite to sink to a target, using
Eq. 10. To compute τDF for a BH in its own galaxy (§5.2),
we consider that the satellite is the BH, for which we have
the dynamical properties, and we consider that the target
is the galaxy, for which we compute the different properties
with the halo finder.
To compute τDF for a BH during a galaxy merger (§5.3),
we have to take into account that Ms evolves. Initially, the
BH is surrounded by its own galaxy, which is itself sur-
rounded by a halo, and it is the system BH+galaxy+halo
that undergoes dynamical friction. Therefore, we must
match BHs to galaxies and galaxies to halos to have the
corrected satellite mass, i.e. Ms is similar to the mass of the
halo.
In a second phase, the dark matter halo and outer stel-
lar layers of the secondary galaxy disperse into that of the
primary, and the BH remains surrounded only by a fraction
of the initial stellar mass, and we identify the evolving Ms
via the halo finder. Finally, the BH remains naked, and Ms
is the BH mass. To give an order of magnitude for this final
phase, in the early universe, where galaxies have velocity
dispersion as small as tens of km s−1, unless the BH is very
massive (& 105 M), or surrounded by a bound dense stellar
cluster, acting as if Ms is larger, the sinking time is longer
than Gyrs if the distance to the center if larger than ∼ 100 pc,
which is likely to be the case if the BH is scattered due to
anisotropies of the galaxy, either when it is in isolation or
during mergers.
5.2 Dynamics of a seed black hole in its own
galaxy
We focus on a satellite galaxy which merges with the main
galaxy when the age of the Universe is about 1 Gyr. In
Fig. 5 we show snapshots at the beginning of the interaction
between the main galaxy, on which the figure is centered, and
the satellite, to the top left of the main galaxy. This satellite
hosts a BH and we study its dynamics while the galaxy is in
relative isolation. This case is interesting because it explores
the prospects for a seed BH to remain surrounded by dense
cold gas available for growing the BH and make it observable
as a faint AGN.
We start by studying how the different sources of fric-
tion (dark matter, stars and gas) contribute to the dynam-
ical evolution. Fig. 6 presents the density in gas and stars
around the BH (we do not include dark matter since its con-
tribution is negligible). Gas is more chaotic than stars, but
stars themselves do not provide a constant acceleration be-
cause they are also irregularly distributed. Beyond the sheer
inhomogeneity, gas can shock, cool, inflow and outflow mak-
ing its dynamical friction contribution unpredictable a pri-
ori. The presence of satellites also perturbs the BH orbit
when it is far from the center, see, e.g., Fig. 5: in a typical
high-redshift environment a BH feels acceleration coming
from different directions.
Moving to how this affects the BH’s orbits, we show τDF
as a function of time in the bottom panel of Fig. 7, computed
for the different simulations, using the method described in
§5.1.3. We also show in the top panel of Fig. 7 the distance
of the BH to the center of its host galaxy.
Firstly, we find that, as long as the seeding mass of the
BH is 104 M, all the simulations, independently of the res-
olution and the different models used for the BH dynamics,
show a similar trend: the sinking time is, at least, 1-10 Gyr.
Since in all cases vc slowly increases from 7 to 30 km s−1
and M• remains close to the BH seed mass, the reason of
this large τDF is the dependency of the sinking time with
the distance of the center of the galaxy, which is shown in the
top panel of Fig. 7. Even in HR_PD_BH1e4 and HR_nPD_BH1e4,
where the BH is 5 times heavier than the star particles
(those mostly contributing to the dynamical friction here)
and forms at ∼ 70 pc from the centre, it is rapidly ejected and
remains hundreds of pc away from the centre. Clumps and
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Figure 5. Top left: stellar density (black: 10−4 M pc−3, white: 1 M pc−3), centered on the main galaxy with a 80 comoving kpc box
size, of LR_PD_BH1e4. Top right: MR_PD_BH1e4. Bottom left: HR_PD_BH1e4. Bottom right: HR_PD_BH1e5. The panels show the exact same
galaxy at the same time to highlight the effects of resolution. In section 5.2 we discuss the dynamics of a BH in the satellite galaxy on
the top-left corner of each panel (the BH is highlighted in red and its ID is 2 in the four panels). In section 5.3 we discuss instead the
interaction between this BH and the main BH in the central galaxy (also highlighted in red, and its ID is 1 in the four panels).
anisotropies are observed both in the stellar and gas central
distributions. Due to such irregularities in the underlying
galaxy, the BH undergoes a physically-motivated random
walk out of the centre of the potential well, as it also hap-
pens in lower redshift dwarfs (Bellovary et al. 2019). When
the BH is more massive, 105 M, it remains in the center of
its host, with a sinking time less than 100 Myr. 105 M seems
therefore to be the minimum requirement to imagine that
a BH is well stabilized in the center of its host. BHs with
masses lower than 105 M are scattered within the galaxy
due to irregularities of the gas/stellar potential and oscillate
around the center of their host galaxies, remaining far from
the dense gas regions, therefore we expect them to have low
accretion rates (Smith et al. 2018) and be difficult to ob-
serve.
5.3 Formation of a black hole binary in a
high-redshift galaxy merger
We now focus on the same satellite galaxy, and follow the
dynamical evolution of its BH during and after its host in-
falls into the halo of the larger galaxy. It is typically after
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Figure 6. Top panel: mean stellar density within 4∆x around the
BH in the satellite galaxy, as a function of time for a subset of the
simulations listed in Table 3, as noted in the inset. Bottom panel:
ratio of the stellar density and gas density within 4∆x around the
satellite BH, as a function of time.
this kind of event, when the galaxy remnant has settled and
the massive BHs have sunk to the center of the potential
well, that massive BH binaries form.
We show in Fig. 8 τDF as a function of time, for all the
simulations (bottom panel). We see that, initially, when the
BH is still embedded in the satellite galaxy (solid line), its
dynamics is the same for all simulations: the large scale dy-
namics is independent of the subgrid model we use. However,
what happens following the disruption of the satellite galaxy
(dotted line) differs significantly from one simulation to the
other: in some cases, the satellite BH sinks toward the center
and “merges” (we recall that BHs are allowed to merge when
they are separated by less than 4∆x and the kinetic energy
of the binary is lower than the gravitational energy, but the
real merger happens below our resolution) with the central
BH of the main galaxy (the subsequent evolution is shown
as a dashed line), in other cases, the BH stalls hundreds of
pc away from the center. We also show in the top panel of
Fig. 8 the distance of the satellite BH to the central galaxy
it is sinking in.
We first compare the simulations HR_PD_BH1e5 -
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Figure 7. Top panel: distance of the BH from the center of its
host galaxy, before interaction with another larger galaxy, as a
function of time for all simulations listed in Table 3. Bottom
panel: sinking time τDF for the secondary BH with respect to
its host galaxy, computed using Eq. (10) (replacing Ms by the
mass of the BH in this equation), as a function of time.
HR_nPD_BH1e5, and HR_PD_BH1e4 - HR_nPD_BH1e4, which dif-
fer only by the use or not of our subgrid model for dynam-
ical friction from stars and dark matter. Fig. 7 shows that
the model does not help in keeping BHs in the center, as
discussed in §5.2: the galaxy is so chaotic that BHs wander
no matter the implementation. When the galaxy is more set-
tled, however, as it is the case when the satellite BH falls into
the main galaxy, we see the effects of our model (see Fig. 8).
When our prescription is used, the BH remains closer to the
center; nonetheless the BHs do not merge as would happen if
the BHs were artificially repositioned at the center of mass
of the halo, as is sometimes done in cosmological simula-
tions (e.g. Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Schaye et al. 2015).
We now focus on simulations with 104 M seeds. After
its stellar and gaseous envelope has been dispersed (dotted
line), the BH should take 1-100 Gyr to sink toward the center
of the galaxy, and indeed, it stalls at ∼ hundreds of pc. This
is in agreement with our understanding of dynamical fric-
tion: it is a very long process if the mass of the BH is low.
The presence of a nuclear star cluster could speed-up the
process (Biernacki et al. 2017), increasing the mass experi-
encing dynamical friction, but due to our limited resolution,
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Figure 8. Top panel: distance of the BH originally in the satellite
galaxy from the center of the main galaxy as a function of time
for a subset of the simulations listed in Table 3, as noted in the
inset. If the BH in the satellite galaxy merges with the BH of
the central galaxy, we show its subsequent evolution with dashed
lines. Bottom panel: sinking time τDF, computed using Eq. (10),
as a function of time. We show the different phases: when the BH
is still surrounded by material (solid line), when the BH is naked
(dotted line; note the rapid increase in the sinking time because
of the drop in Ms in Eq. 10) and when the BH has merged with
the BH of the central galaxy (dashed line).
such compact structures of typical size of a few pc to ∼ ten
of pc are not captured here (Georgiev et al. 2016), and the
envelope of the BH is rapidly stripped (dotted line). In the
medium resolution case (MR_PD_BH1e4) the BH in the larger
galaxy has also been scattered, similarly to what happened
for the case studied in section 5.2. Accidentally, the two BHs
merge while they are both off-center and the remnant of this
merger remains hundreds of pc away from the center. If we
admit that this merger is physical, it is interesting to note
that mergers of light seeds BHs are possible, though the
dynamics is highly erratic. Multiple BHs in galaxies, each
inherited from a different merger, are generically expected
(e.g. Governato et al. 1994; Schneider et al. 2002; Volonteri
& Perna 2005; Bonetti et al. 2018; Tremmel et al. 2018b).
Finally, we compare HR_PD_BH1e5 and HR_PD_BH1e4
which differ only by the seed mass of the BH. In
HR_PD_BH1e5, the BH being more massive, it remains sur-
rounded by a dense stellar concentration which does not
disrupt (no dotted line), increasing even more the effective
Ms and resulting in a smooth decay to the center of the main
galaxy and a BH merger.
These experiments makes us believe that < 104 M seed
BHs are less likely to contribute to the merging population
observable by LISA than larger mass seed BHs. This does
not exclude that these low-mass BHs may eventually sink
in the center of galaxies and contribute to the massive BH
population, but the presence of a dense stellar cluster or
of bound gas on scales not resolved in this study, which
would make the effective Ms larger, appears to be crucial
(e.g. Callegari et al. 2009). Off-center mergers, happening
by chance, as in MR_nGB_PD_BH1e4 could also contribute.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We present a model to correct the dynamics of BHs in the
ramses code, which is currently the only code to include a
physically motivated model for dynamical friction onto BHs
from gas, stars and dark matter. We use this model in a suite
of cosmological simulations to understand the dynamics of
seed BHs (104−105 M) in high-redshift galaxies and during
galaxy mergers. We summarize our findings below:
• dynamical friction from stars has generically a more sta-
bilizing effect than dynamical friction from gas, which can
shock and is subject to inflows and outflows. In high-redshift
galaxies, however, the stellar distribution is irregular and
does not necessarily provide a smooth distribution within
which BHs can decay undisturbed. The presence of satellite
galaxies can also perturb the orbit of a BH.
• From the results of our best resolution cosmological sim-
ulation, BHs with masses of the order of 104 M are subject
to the fluctuations of the underlying stellar gravitational po-
tential, which leads to a random walk-type of trajectory.
This appears to be unique of a high-z environment in which
sub-structures undergo rapid evolution. If BHs were to be
seeded in nuclear star clusters, or had masses of 105 M or
higher, they would be well stabilized galaxy centres.
• Similarly, following galaxy mergers, if the mass of BHs
in satellite galaxies is ∼ 104 M, it is unlikely that they par-
ticipate in the merging population, although off-center merg-
ers can occur fortuitously. If seed BHs have larger masses,
∼ 105 M, or they are embedded in dense bound stellar or
gaseous envelopes, they can smoothly reach the center of the
larger galaxy and merge with the companion BH.
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